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The Theben Desert 

The Theben desert where St Noufer stayed was very harsh and no 

human could withstand the extremes in heat and cold and the 

harshness of the terrain. Water was extremely scarce and food 

was a novelty. It is in this environment that this blessed hermit 

chose to lead a life of solitude in his attempt to come close to 

Christ and experience his sweetness. The lord did not leave his 

side and gave him a well, a palm tree and supernatural hair 

growth of his beard to protect his nakedness in the cold.  

Abba Paphnote in his 

discourse about St Noufer 

gives a vivid account of the 

harshness of the desert on his 

way to visit the great St 

Noufer the anchorite. 

Abba Paphnote writes: 

I, Paphnote your brother, was 

thinking one day, to go into 

the inner desert, so that I 

might see if there were any 

brethren who were monks living in the most remote parts of it.  

I marched for four days and four nights, and I neither ate bread 

nor drank water. I marched on into the inner desert and at the end of a [further number] of days I came upon 

a cave. At about midday I drew near a cave and I knocked at the door but no one answered me, and I thought 

in my mind: "There is no brother in this place." But looking closer I saw a brother seated inside it, and he was 

silent, and I took hold of his arm, and his arm came off in my hands, and became particles of dust; and I felt 

his body all over, and I found that he was dead, and that the skin had perished. And I looked and I saw a short-

sleeved shirt hanging up inside the cave, and when I felt it with my hands, it also fell to pieces and became 

dust. And I stood up, and I prayed, and I took my garment and wrapped the body up in it, and I dug a hole in 

the earth with my hands, and I buried him [in it]. And I came forth from that place.  

The Desert itself is situated in the region of ancient Egypt containing the thirteen most southernmost nomes 

(sub national administrative division of ancient Egypt) of Upper Egypt which lies between Quseya and Aswan. 

The region acquired its name from the ancient Egyptian capital of Thebes.  

 

The Harsh Terrain of the Theben 

Desert. 
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From the story of St Noufer by Abba Paphnote translated by Wallis E Budge from a Coptic manuscript dated 

around 1000AD we learn that St Noufer lived in Shmun a mountain of Thebais. Shmun was located on a hill 

produced by an arm of the lifeline of Egypt the river Nile which dumped large amounts of sediment on 

surrounding areas.  

From the name “Shmun” one can deduce that the monastery of Erete where St Noufer stayed in during his 

first few years in monasticism was on the southern side of the hill because there was a large village of el-

Ashmunein situated there.1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 The present day name; el-Ashmunein was derived from Khemenu by way of the Coptic place-name, Shmun.  

 


